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The World of Condor Grass

‘’Our Knowledge - your success’’

Condor Grass - a division of The Condor Group of companies from the 
Netherlands is one of the largest white-label manufacturers in the world of 
high-end artificial grass solutions for any application that you can imagine. 
Landscaping, multi-purpose, football, tennis, hockey, golf, rugby, cricket, 
play areas can all be covered by a product from the Condor Grass portfolio. 

Our knowledge and success stems from

 Our experience  and expertise in the artificial grass industry
 A state of the art manufacturing facility 
 Close partnerships with all the major raw material suppliers
 Endless possibilities and flexibility no matter what your requirement
 Both unique service and stock levels, designed to allow you to   

 market a Condor Grass product with the upmost confidence

With our many years of experience in this ever challenging field, we at 
Condor Grass are convinced we have a collection that can cover all your 
artificial grass needs and contribute to your success in this exciting market!

Erwin Rutteman
Commercial Director Condor Grass 
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Lawns and Landscapes

Artificial grass has gained an enormous growth in popularity over the recent years. Where a few years ago people 
didn’t know that artificial grass could be the ‘’perfect’’ solution for their garden, they are now becoming much 
more demanding regarding both the look and performance of their grass. 

As one of the leading manufacturers of artificial grass we listen carefully to both end users and our customers and 
use their feedback in our development programme. Then we can offer an innovative, creative and competitive 
range of landscaping products that will fulfil all your customers demands. 

And if you do not find your ideal landscaping grass in our standard collection – we can create it! 

No matter if you are an artificial grass specialist, an independent wholesaler or active in the retail industry; we  
have proven to be a successful partner no matter what your needs.

 Inspired by nature
 Close to perfection
 Natural look and feel
 Environmental safe
 Child and pet friendly
 Unique shaped fibers
 UV-stabilized 
 Resilient
 Made and designed in Holland 

Lawns and Landscapes
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Zakura at Librije’s Hotel
The Librije’s Hotel is a five star hotel, owned by 3-Michelin Stars Chef Jonnie Boer and his wife Thérèse. For the finishing touch of the terrace – 
located in the courtyard of the Librije’s Hotel – Jonnie and Thérèse have chosen Zakura as outdoor rug in the colors grey and black.

‘’Feel at home outside with Zakura’’
designed by Condor

Zakura Collection
Play areas

One of the most popular applications for our artificial grass is as an outdoor play grass for children’s play areas. 

Whether it is a play area in your garden, a nursery,  home or a school play area, artificial grass can offer the perfect 

solution. The play area will remain green all year round no matter what the weather. No more mud or mess which 

can then render the outdoor play areas unusable for many weeks in the year. All good news for the children 

who use them as well as their parents or those who supervise them. Safety is an important issue and the ideal 

combination for an outdoor play area is to use our play grass with our shock pad underneath. 

At Condor Grass we offer 2 products to answer all your play area demands.

Playgrass: a dense tufted, sand-filled product made of polyethylene fibrillated fibers.  

Schools: a very dense tufted, sand dressed product made of texturized, polyethylene monofilaments with 

narrow blades. 

Both products available in green, red, blue, yellow, white and black.

Critical Fall Height Playgrass Sand filled 25kg/sqm Schools Sand dressed 6kg/sqm

Shockpad thickness Shockpad thickness

1.3 m 25 mm 35 mm

1.7 m 35 mm 45 mm

2.1 m 45 mm 55 mm

2.3 m 55 mm 25 + 35 mm

2.7 m 35 + 35 mm 35 + 45 mm

3.0 m 45 + 45 mm 45 + 55 mm
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Condor Grass Sport Surfaces  
‘’Creating your field of dreams’’

Nowadays both sport clubs,  professional and amateur athletes demand the highest quality from their playing 
surface. The playing surface has to offer:

 All-weather playability
 Maintenance benefits
 Long term quality - durability
 High safety performance
 Natural shock absorption
 Natural abrasion
 Natural speed
 Natural stability

Condor Grass has developed a wide range of synthetic grasses for every kind of sport. 

According to TenCate Grass’ sales- & product manager Hein Heerink, Condor Grass is able to offer a mixture of unique 
USP’s: ‘the combination of a state-of-the-art, cost leading production facility, a highly experienced & committed 
management and an excellent, worldwide distribution network, offers a strong value proposition to stakeholders 
on all levels. Our partnership has lead to synergy between two market leaders and, subsequently, the highest 
quality and service towards end-users. In other words, cooperation that makes a difference’.

Condor Grass and TenCate Grass, cooperation that makes a difference!

Recent years the demand for synthetic turf has changed significantly. Today government bodies and 
sport clubs prefer synthetic turf sport fields more than ever, as they are convinced of the benefits. Also 
for landscaping purposes synthetic turf is more often preferred; as a surface for gardens, as decoration 
of roundabouts and rails or even as a roof covering, synthetic turf offers benefits like less maintenance, 
a permanent natural and green look, substantial energy- & water savings and on the longer run even a 
financial saving.
 
The increasing market demand is also a result of continuous investment in product development and technical 
innovations. Frontrunner in these fields is TenCate Grass, subsidiary of Royal TenCate, and global market leader. 
Year by year synthetic turf yarns become more durable and environmentally friendly, resilient and also look 
and feel has been improved.
Additionally, with four production facilities in Dubai, USA and the Netherlands (2), TenCate Grass meets the 
highest demands to supply synthetic turf yarns and backing competitive, flexible and ad hoc worldwide.

Next to tufting wall-to-wall rugs Condor Carpets has pioneered with low pile synthetic turf constructions from 
the beginning of its founding. These days synthetic turf was a surplus to the regular assortment. Today Condor 
Carpets offers a wide diversity of high- and low pile landscaping systems in many different markets. A milestone 
is the founding of Condor Grass in 2008.

From the beginning TenCate Grass has been connected to Condor Grass as supplier of 
synthetic turf yarns- and backing and involved with the grow of Condors synthetic turf 
activities. Apart from the fact that both companies are located on a stone’s throw dis-
tance, the real power of the relation is trust of two decades of cooperation with continuous 
exchange of information- and innovation between two market leaders. This, subsequently, has 
led to synergy and service towards end-users. In other words, cooperation that makes a difference.
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Condor Grass & XL Turf

‘’The future of artificial turf soccer pitches…..’’

Years of research and development came together in 2007 when Condor Grass and XL Turf bonded there knowledge 
and experience. This unique cooperation resulted worldwide in a large number of high-end installations of non 
filled artificial turf football systems.

XL Pro – the system
The XL Pro turf system is a combination of a  very dense and skin friendly artificial  turf installed on a Neopolen® 
P (EPP)-shock absorption pad. 

 EPP (expanded polypropylene, 96% air) is an air-elastic shock pad
 No intense impacts to the body, air-elasticity of the shock pad absorbs and stores the impact rather than  

 transmitting it to the body
 Negligible water absorption
 Isotropic deformation performance, regardless of the direction of impact
 Moulding density is adjustable to meet specific requirements
 Functions reliably over a wide range of temperatures

The XL PRO system is in accordance with the  EN 15330 Norm and the FIFA 1 criteria which enables the system 
to be used for both league and training pitches.

 Occasional brushing and vacuuming are the only maintenance work
 Usable throughout the whole year due to easy clean of snow and ice
 DIN 18035-7, EN 15330-1 certification allows public subsidiaries for new construction or renovation
 Made in Holland – with Swiss know-how
 UV-stabilized
 Environmental friendly
 Free of heavy metals
 Continuous shock absorption and energy restitution over the whole lifetime of the system
 100% recycable
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IATS International Artificial Turf Standard

In february 2004 the International Football Association Board decided to integrate the  “field surface“ including 
artificial turf into the “laws of the game”. Compulsory testing has been adopted for artificial turf to be used in 
competition matches between representative teams of National Associations affiliated to FIFA and international 
club competition matches. The Law I of the game requires that artificial surfaces (Football Turf ) be tested 
according to a stringent set of requirements and certified to either the FIFA Quality Concept for Football Turf or 
the International Artificial Turf Standard (IATS).

The FIFA Quality Concept for Football Turf and IATS include a series of laboratory tests that are designed to 
assess performance and durability of the synthetic materials that form the football turf and, most importantly, 
an assessment of individual football fields to ensure they have the playing and performance characteristics 
players will expect from a facility certified by FIFA. 

The International Artificial Turf Standard and FIFA recommended 1 star are technically identical and all the testing 
procedures and requirements of a FIFA recommended 1 star certified field also apply to IATS fields.

Official testing to the International Artificial Turf Standard shall only be carried out by independent test institutes 
accredited by FIFA.

The International Artificial Turf Standard is not a product approval scheme but is the certification that 
individual football fields have the required playing characteristics and have been constructed from 
materials of known quality.

Source: International Artificial Turf Standard (IATS) manual, 2012 edition.  

Soccer 

Condor Grass offers a wide range of 3G (third generation) artificial grass products for soccer. All our 3G soccer 
products are in accordance with the requirements as mentioned in ‘’FIFA Quality Concept for Football Turf’’ 
Handbook of Requirements, January 2012 edition’’.

‘’Dual use pitches’’

Combining sports on 1 surface is becoming more and more popular.

Condor Grass offers a 40mm 3G product, installed on a shock-pad which is suitable for both soccer and hockey 
(IATS & FIH National).

Condor Grass also offers a 60mm 3g product, installed on a shock-pad which is suitable for both soccer and 
rugby  (IATS & IRB Reg 22).

Governing bodies have provided a set of guidelines and minimum standards a synthetic turf system must meet 
in order to maintain the safety of the athletes and optimal playability of the surface. 
Please contact our sales team for testing reports. 

LABORATORY PERFORMANCE REPORT

On

‘Delta’ Synthetic turf carpet 

In accordance with 

The handbook of test methods for Football Turf 2009 and 2012

For

Condor Grass
Randweg 14

8061 RW
Hasselt

Netherlands

REPORT STATUS: FINAL
Signature Date

Report No: 14239/4627

Prepared By
N MacPhee

24/04/2012
Laboratory Supervisor

Checked By
S Ramsay

24/04/2012
Laboratory Director

FOREWORD

1. This report has been prepared by Sports Labs limited with all reasonable skill, care and diligence within the terms of the contract with 
the Client and within the limitations of the resources devoted to it.

2. This report is confidential to the Client and Sports Labs Limited accepts no responsibility whatsoever to third parties to whom this 
report, or any part thereof, is made known.  Any such party relies upon the report at their own risk.

3. This report shall not be used for engineering or contractual purposes unless signed by the Author and the Checker and unless the 
report status is “Final”.

4. *Not all tests carried out are within our scope of ISO 17025 Accreditation. 

5. This report is not an official FIFA laboratory test report and does not imply FIFA approval

LABORATORY PERFORMANCE REPORT

On

‘Sigma’ Synthetic turf carpet 

In accordance with 

The handbook of test methods for Football Turf 2009 + February 2012

For

Condor Grass
Randweg 14

8061 RW
Hasselt

Netherlands

REPORT STATUS: FINAL
Signature Date

Report No: 14240/4622

Prepared By
N MacPhee

03/04/2012
Laboratory Supervisor

Checked By
S Ramsay

03/04/2012
Laboratory Director

FOREWORD

1. This report has been prepared by Sports Labs limited with all reasonable skill, care and diligence within the terms of the contract with 
the Client and within the limitations of the resources devoted to it.

2. This report is confidential to the Client and Sports Labs Limited accepts no responsibility whatsoever to third parties to whom this 
report, or any part thereof, is made known.  Any such party relies upon the report at their own risk.

3. This report shall not be used for engineering or contractual purposes unless signed by the Author and the Checker and unless the 
report status is “Final”.

4. *Not all tests carried out are within our scope of ISO 17025 Accreditation. 

5. This report is not an official FIFA laboratory test report and does not imply FIFA approval

LABORATORY PERFORMANCE REPORT

On

‘Ultimo’ Synthetic turf carpet 

In accordance with 

The handbook of test methods for Football Turf 2009 and 2012

For

Condor Grass
Randweg 14

8061 RW
Hasselt

Netherlands

REPORT STATUS: FINAL
Signature Date

Report No: 14241/4623

Prepared By
N MacPhee

25/04/2012
Laboratory Supervisor

Checked By
S Ramsay

25/04/2012
Laboratory Director

FOREWORD

1. This report has been prepared by Sports Labs limited with all reasonable skill, care and diligence within the terms of the contract with 
the Client and within the limitations of the resources devoted to it.

2. This report is confidential to the Client and Sports Labs Limited accepts no responsibility whatsoever to third parties to whom this 
report, or any part thereof, is made known.  Any such party relies upon the report at their own risk.

3. This report shall not be used for engineering or contractual purposes unless signed by the Author and the Checker and unless the 
report status is “Final”.

4. *Not all tests carried out are within our scope of ISO 17025 Accreditation. 

5. This report is not an official FIFA laboratory test report and does not imply FIFA approval
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Hockey 

There is no sport more than hockey which has embraced an artificial grass as the ideal playing surface. At Condor 
Grass we offer three basic systems that should fulfil your customers demands. 
Hockey 24: a dense tufted, sand-filled product made of polyethylene fibrillated fibers. 
Hockey SD: a very dense tufted, sand dressed product made of polypropylene knit-de-knit fibers.
Hockey: a very dense tufted, sand dressed product made of texturized, polyethylene monofilaments with 
narrow blades. 
These 3 products can also very well be used to build your ideal multi use game area (MUGA).
For any other hockey requirement please contact our sales team.

Golf

Our extensive “fore golf” collection provides you with extremely realistic yet hardwearing and low maintenance 
all-weather solutions to all your particular golfing requirements. Our range of golf products include indoor 
and outdoor putting greens, target greens, artificial turf pathways and lawns, practice golf mats, course and 
practice golf tees.

Multi-Use Game Area (MUGA)

Multisport artificial grass fields are ideal for schools, universities and municipalities. Our range offers a  performance 
and budget-friendly sports product playable on a single sports field 24 hours a day all year round.

MUGAs (multi-use games areas) provide a way of maximising the use of a sports area by providing a surface on 
which a number of different sporting and recreational activities can take place.

As you might expect, a surface which is suited to a range of activities may not be ideal for each individual activity 
but, with reasonable compromise,  It can provide a safe and satisfactory experience for all types of use and all 
types of athlete. 

All multi-sport products can be supplied in four line marking colours, combining tennis (white), mini-football 
(yellow), basket ball (blue) and volleyball (red) in a single pitch/court.
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Condor Centre Court Collection 

Type of product Collection Indoor use Outdoor use Pace classification Infill

Challenger Tufted carpet Supreme v 4

Grand Prix Tufted carpet Supreme v 3 EPDM

Grand Prix 
tip-sheared

Tufted carpet Supreme v 5

Champion Tufted artificial grass Outdoor v v 5 Sand

Matchpoint Tufted artificial grass Outdoor v v 4 Sand

Game Tufted artificial grass Outdoor v v 5 Sand

Clay Tufted artificial grass Outdoor v v 2 Clay

Game Flat needled floorcovering Elite v 5

Advantage Flat needled floorcovering Elite v

Tourslide Flat needled floorcovering Elite v 1 EPDM

Someclay Flat needled floorcovering Elite & Outdoor v v 1 Clay

Tennis players and authoroties continue to demand only the best for their sport and within our Centre Court 
Collection you will find all textile tennis solutions available on the market for both indoor and outdoor use in 
one collection where all pace classifications are represented. 

A pace classification only gives an indication about the speed of 
the court and do not mention anything about the quality of the 
carpet. All our tennis products are in accordance with BS EN 15330-
1:2007 (Tennis) and guarantee the high level quality of our carpets.
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Contact Condor Grass
Randweg 14, 8061 RW  Hasselt, The Netherlands

P.O. Box 21, 8060 AA  Hasselt, The Netherlands
T: (31) 38 477 8911  |  F: (31) 38 477 8922

info@condorgrass.com |  www.condorgrass.com


